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i'll chip in a video of a non-pro climber doing some tree freeing. i've got a
large walnut tree in my yard that's served me well for practicing rope
skills. i'd check out treefool's other videos on his youtube channel for
advice on getting your rope up there to begin with. i struggled the first
time i tried to put up my rope and then had sever duh moments when
watching his tutorials i live in iowa so i'm sort of in the same situation.
i'm interested in getting high in some trees over winter since i won't be
doing any outdoor climbing unless i can cajole the wifey into a trip to
vegas. youtube. the perfect companion for anyone who climbs trees. the
author, jeff jepson is a certified arborist and tree service owner. this
means the information comes from first-hand, professional experience.
bryan kotwica provides the climbing and tree equipment illustrations for
the book. he is also a professional tree climber as well as a professional
artist. this means the illustrations are clear, well-drawn, and come from
someone with direct experience of tree climbing techniques and
equipment. the world's best selling tree climbing pocket reference book
and training manual. covers tree climbing techniques, equipment
selection (and use), and provides instruction on basic methods of
entering a tree. the tree climber's companion is an excellent guide for
beginners or a great refresher for old-timers. over 200 illustrations with
plenty of expanded information and several detailed explanations
relating to climbers tools of the trade. written by jeff jepson and
illustrated by bryan kotwica. the tree climber's companion was first
published in 1997 and has sold over 100,000 copies.
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Remember: There are no rules to climbing trees, but there are some
useful guidelines: Use the branches when available, and use your legs as
much as possible. Avoid free climbingestablish an attachment point other

than your hands, since falling would probably result in injury. Use the
split-tail technique, as you can toss the carabiner or steel-locking rope
clip above you and tension the rope as you ascend. For longer spans
between branches, you can hoist yourself up. A practical guide for

climbers that includes recommendations for specific climbing knots,
procedures for knot installation, and emergency procedures. Includes

detailed instructions for knot setup and troubleshooting. For more
information on improving climbers technique, be sure to read the original
reference 'Tree Climbers Companion' authored by Jeff Jepson. A thorough

and practical guide to tree climbing. Written by Jeff Jepson and Bryan
Kotwica, the Tree Climbers Companion is an essential guide for the

complete tree climber. Beginners and advanced tree climbers will find a
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wealth of information in this must-have book. If you are just starting out
in tree climbing or you are an old-hand, this guide will get you off to a

strong start. With expert advice and hand-drawn illustrations throughout,
the book is a pleasure to use and will ensure your success in the tree

climbing world. Combined with the author's two previous editions (Tree
Climbers Companion and Tree Climbers Companion II), this is the

complete reference on the art of climbing a tree. A practical, hands-on
guide for tree climbers. This book takes the reader step-by-step through
the process of climbing trees with both a beginner and advanced climber

in mind. Written by leading author Jeff Jepson and illustrated by Bryan
Kotwica, it is sure to become your bible for climbing trees. 5ec8ef588b
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